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Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow



DB vs DC

• DC is no more than a tax-advantaged savings scheme

• It lacks any conversion of savings assets to retirement income

• This increases the risk for the individual massively

• This arises from the uncertain market value of the savings ‘pot’ at retirement and the 

uncertain cost of annuitisation of that ‘pot’

• The collective risk-pooling of DB is far superior – new contributions and investment 

income pay material proportions of pensions

• The open DB scheme lowers dependence upon financial markets

• A 2/3 final salary scheme in the UK can be achieved with contributions of 20% of 

salaries with investment returns of two percent.

• A DC arrangement needs at least 30% contributions to achieve the same result.

• In this context market based evaluation of DB schemes is inappropriate and leads to 

time inconsistencies and excess redundant costs

• It is time to consider the relative efficiencies of differing forms of pension institution.



De-Risking

• Risk is unobservable, so complete contracts cannot be written on it. This makes it a 

poor basis for regulation or decision.

• It is, however, scary – and can prompt visceral actions

• Sponsor insolvency risk is the sole risk faced by a corporate scheme. The sponsor 

covenant is paramount.

• This is the only unconditional risk – all others are conditional risks – and small in 

consequence.

• Regulation is costly and misconceived – it is time inconsistent.

• Consider an economy which is booming – corporate sponsors are doing well – the 

pension promise is not onerous – it is highly secure.

• The central bank believes this strong economy may increase inflationary pressures 

and raises interest rates to cool the economy.

• The present value of liabilities immediately decline, implying that they are less 

onerous, more secure

• However the sponsor’s commercial prospects decline, which means that pension 

liabilities have in fact become more onerous and less secure.

• The market prices of fund assets typically lag the increase in interest rates



De-risking

• The economy slows, and the Central Bank lowers interest rate below 

normal to stimulate a recovery.

• The present value of liabilities increases markedly implying that they have 

become far more onerous and insecure.

• But the sponsor’s commercial prospects are improved.

• However, the funding demanded for the scheme is at its highest.

• This is an illustration of time inconsistency – sometimes known as 

procyclicality.

• Modern financial economics is replete with time inconsistencies

• Black Scholes has the call-option seller buying equities as the price rises 

and selling them as prices fall as the hedge strategy.

• Modern risk measures such as value at risk are also time inconsistent

• ALM under current accounting standards is also time inconsistent.



Quantitative tools

• It is quantitative methods, not specific tools that are the problem. The systems 

dynamics versus analytical approach. A comparison of these is shown later.

• The systems approach resolves many issues currently problematic – for example, 

closing a DB scheme to new members lowers expected cost going forward 

(analytically correct)

• but it also destroys one of the strengths of DB - intergenerational risk-sharing – and 

of course, it increases dependence upon the market. (systemically correct)

• The time / dynamic inconsistency problem is closely related to the short and long-

term investment arguments.

• High market prices imply lower future returns – the analogy is that of hamburger 

consumption

• Alpha – returns independent of the market are the holy grail

• Beta – market increases hurt long-term achieved investment returns



Some specifics – Interest rate

• Interest rate hedging is misconceived – but it is the heart of LDI

• This is hedging of variation in an estimate of the present value of liabilities 

not the liabilities themselves

• This is hedging of the discount function – a measure

• Typically they use long-term interest rate swaps, an OTC derivative.

• These contain credit support annexes which require the posting of collateral 

security when adverse developments occur.

• This collateral posting process shortens the effective tenor of the contract 

and places liquidity demands upon the fund – paying the Libor leg.

• This process increases the real cost of the swap – which is not knowable 

ex-ante



Specifics - longevity

• Longevity – this is not an unconditional risk

• Will the sponsor benefit from the increased demand of pensioners – and 

recall this extra demand arises from all pensioners – including state 

pensioners

• Hedging using indices does not work – the basis risk is enormous

• Scheme specific longevity risk arises from benefits entitlements of members 

and the specific longevity of those members – these don’t look like the 

overall population on which indices are based even in very large schemes.

• Longevity swaps – these exchange pension payments for fixed cash 

payments to the derivatives counterparty. 

• These fixed payments are typically 4%-6% above the present value of the 

expected pension payment cash-flows – and this is for swaps for 

pensioners in payment – much higher for deferreds and actives.

• The life expectations of members in these swaps are usually high estimates

• Typical longevity swap pricing offers the bank a prospective return of 9% -

11% of cash-flows



The discount rate

• The correct discount rate for a corporate sponsored scheme is the return on 

shareholders’ funds

• Not some arbitrary market rate of interest

• Think of you mortgage – when you are considering this you go along to the 

bank and ask the terms on which you may borrow.

• The pension equivalent is that company agrees pension terms with 

employees.

• You then go home and ask yourself the question: will I earn enough to pay 

this mortgage 

• The company asks the same question: will I earn enough.

• In the case of the stand-alone scheme, with no sponsor support, this 

reduces to the return on scheme assets.

• In this world view there is an optimal funding strategy which arises from the 

relative earning of the company and available investments



Systems versus Analytical


